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Eyes Wide Open  
 

Een film van Haim Tabakman 

 

Israël · 2009 · drama · 35mm · color · 91’ · Dolby Digital · 1.1:85 

 

 

Aaron is een gerespecteerd lid van de ultra-orthodoxe gemeenschap in Jeruzalem en leidt een 

rustig leven. Hij is gehuwd met Rivka , heeft vier kinderen en is een toegewijde vader. 

Tot dat hij op een dag Ezri, een 22-jarige student, ontmoet. Bewogen door Ezri’s charme, neemt hij 

geleidelijk aan afstand van zijn familie en het leven van de gemeenschap. Al snel steken 

schuldgevoelens de kop op en begint zijn omgeving hem onder druk te zetten. Aaron moet een 

keuze maken.. 
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CAST 

Aaron       Zohar Strauss  

Ezri       Ran Danker  

Rivka       Tinkerbel 

 

CREW 

 

Directed by      Haim Tabakman  

Produced by      Rafael katz, Michael Eckelt, Isabelle Attal, David C.    

       Barrot 

Original Story and Screenplay by   Merav Doster  

Director of photography    Axel Schneppat  

Editor       Dov Steuer  

Music Composer     Nathaniel Mechaly  

Art Director      Avi Fahima  

Costume Designer     Yam Brusilovsky  

Sound Design      Gil Toren  

Line Producers     Itai Tamir, Christian Vennefrohne  

Casting by      Yael Aviv 

 

 

 

INTERVIEW WITH HAIM TABKAMAN (director) 

  

EYES WIDE OPEN is your first feature film. What is your background?  

I had aspirations of becoming a musician when I was a teenager but I also wanted to become a 

veterinarian. Towards 21 to 22 years old, I was at a junction in my life and  had to decide. When I 

realized that music wasn’t really my world, I started to think about cinema, which is about 

storytelling, music, and images… a lot of creative energy. I went to study cinema at Tel Aviv 

University, and then I had the  incredible opportunity of presenting my short films to the 

Cinefondation in Cannes. 

 

How did you get involved in this project?  

The project started with a script that Merav Doster wrote seven years ago. Rafael Katz, the 

producer, got in touch with Merav. He convinced her to develop the script into a fifty minute 

drama for TV. Then, he received some financing from the Israel Film Fund. They were looking for a 

director and Rafael met me, on behalf of someone at the university. So, I got involved in  

the TV project. I was happy as I had just made two shorts. I immediately saw the script’s potential 

and I was honored.  

 

Did you work on the script with Merav for the feature film?  

It was very complicated. Merav, Rafael and even David Barrot, the French producer, were involved 

in the script and I really only started about a year ago. I wanted to add things that were a little bit 

different and we began to rewrite on another level. It was really a group effort to make everything 

that everyone had written coexist in the script.  
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Do you know if this story is based on a true story?  

I don’t think so. It’s true that it is something that could happen at any time, but it’s not based on a 

true story. Merav did a great deal of research and I also talked to many people… When you’re 

locked away with so many boys, as you are in a yeshiva (religious school), these things happen 

very often. It’s about experimenting or dealing with all kind of questions about sexuality. This is 

the main tragedy of that kind of life. Religious people do not consider homosexuality a sin; it just 

does not exist. So how can you deal with it if somewhere it is written that it does not exist?  

In the Talmud, it is written that the Sons of Israel are not even suspected of doing that. God did 

not make things that way. If you talk to a religious person now and say: “I’m gay, what  

can I do? ”, he will answer: “ If you are tempted, you should know your duty in front of God and 

the community”. To them, it’s just an evil urge. Being homo is like a disease that you can easily get 

rid of it. It cannot be part of a human being’s essence.  

 

Regarding the movie you say: “closer to the sin, closer to God”. What do you mean?  

When you are a religious man, you have two incompatible options: fighting against natural urges, 

which give value to life or being authentic (accepting natural urges) and losing your religious 

points of reference. living with religious codes gives a direction to life: a frame and a meaning. but 

just as everyone, a religious man is confronted all the time with sins and from  

that, he has to define himself. The closer you are about to commit a sin, the more you are aware 

of what you are, of the definition of being good or not good. The closer you are to the sin, the 

more aware you are of your religious essence… Aaron welcomes Ezri into his life, as he wants to 

feel a religious awakening again. He knows that he is transcending real sexual urges.  

 

Doing a movie about a love story between two religious men is really taking  

on taboo, isn’t it?  

Yes, of course. Some people from the religious world helped us, but no one wanted to be credited 

or thanked as advisers… There is really strong negative energy associated with this subject. if you 

want to be part of the orthodox world, there is no way to settle this conflict. If you are inside this 

world,  homosexuality is not accepted. Aaron wants to stay in the religious circle and be authentic. 

He has to pay the price: losing his religious frame of reference to be himself. Most of the time, 

religious people do not choose to fight. They live a double life, giving up their authenticity.  

 

The title EYES WIDE OPEN is a reference to that. I suppose it’s “the eyes” of the community…  

It’s “the eyes” of the community, of God, but not only that. for me, it’s more about accepting faith, 

your own being. I think our heroes are diving into this romance whereas they know there is no real 

chance to live it. it’s just like accepting faith. I see EYES WIDE OPEN as a car rushing towards you, 

but you keep on walking in the same direction. you do not step to the side of the road. You 

understand everything but you cannot stop. 

  

Who are these two characters Aaron and Ezri?  

They are both very strong. Aaron is a very closed person. in a way, he is almost  a fanatic. He 

accepts the code of the religious world and as he refuses to live a double life, he has to be very 

tough. I think it is a very brave decision that he made when he was young, maybe unconsciously to 

deal with his father, his world… or maybe we should ask Aaron himself… Ezri is an angry young 

man, just like James Dean in “Rebel Without a Cause”. Being gay is definitely not a reason to 

abandon God. Ezri is very clever and religious in most ways. I think he is practically a one-man 

revolution mechanism. both are attracted to one another because they are opposites. Like a 
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chemical explosion. Each can ruin the defenses of the other. Ezri wants to shake Aaron, to wake 

him up. Ezri is younger than Aaron but he knows in a way that he is more aware and authentic 

than Aaron, so he has a lot of influence over him. But he also needs a place for his safety because 

it is not a safe world; he has no place to go back to. He does not know where to go but he has guts 

and he is not afraid of it. in our world, it is the same. The religious world is just a very extreme 

example of what we all experience.  

  

Do you think Rivka understands what is happening between Aaron and Ezri?  

People that live with one another can usually sense everything. She knows and she is part of this 

story. She knows that her husband does not love her the way he should. She accepts it because 

this is part of the code. I think she has a very big heart because she is not really angry; she gives 

him a chance to decide.  

 

And what about the reaction of the community? It is very violent…  

The escalation to violence occurs because Aaron does not want to quit. it starts with suspicion. 

They talk with him, they try to keep him quiet, they care for him. you are never alone in this 

society, as people are always interested in your life. They take care of you if you are sick or poor, 

you are never alone or without food. but on the other hand, they always know what you are doing 

and they always have an opinion about what you are doing. If you are stubborn and say: “I have to 

do it my own way”, troubles begin. I think this is what happens in the movie. Aaron, his eyes wide 

open, decides to go on. Even if the truth is starting to spread, he keeps on doing what he has to 

do. The film is a little bit loose in this way. it does not tell you everything. you have to think  

and imagine a lot of things.  

 

Do you think the movie can create a polemic in the religious world and Jewish community?  

I hope so. I really want to help break the silence, to break the taboo in ultra-orthodox society. The 

film can be part of the evolution of the orthodox world. The way religious people live now is not 

the way Jerusalem has always been. it is a reaction to the fear of losing part of their traditions. in 

the end, we are dealing with human beings, not with sins. There is a way to convince people, 

through movies, without using force to say: “Look, this exists”. And the first time somebody says: 

“I know, it exists”, we win! Just to recognize it exists is better than not existing at all.  

 

You’ve chosen great actors like Ran Danker who is a very famous actor and singer in Israel… and 

Zohar Strauss.  

Working with both of them was great. Their acceptance of such a risk was more than generous. 

They broke a religious taboo. They put themselves into the characters. They are part of the power 

of the film. Zohar is modest and gentle with something dark about him. The camera loves Ran. He 

has true intuition as an actor. He, like Ezri, is free of inhibitions.  

 

Interview by Thierry Colby 
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HAIM TABAKMAN  

 

Biography  

Born in 1975, Haim Tabakman studied Cinema 

and Television at the University of Tel Aviv. His 

first short film, Free Loaders, was selected in 

2003 by the Cannes Film Festival (Cinefondation), 

as well as by the Karlovi Vary and Montpellier 

film festivals. In 2004, another of his short films, 

The Poet’s Home, was amongst the 

Cinefondation’s film selection at the Cannes Film 

Festival. Tabakman has also edited several films, 

including my FATHER, MY LORD by David Volach.  

EYES WIDE OPEN is his first full-length feature film.  

 

Filmography 

As a director  

2006 Year Zero Diaries - 30’ documentary  

2004 The Poet’s Home - 10’ fiction  

2003 Free Loaders - 15’ fiction  

As an editor  

2007 my father, my lord - 90’ feature  

2006  Year Zero Diaries - 30’ documentary  

 Weekly Bible - TV drama series  

2005 Yad Va Shem - 5 short films for the Holocaust Museum  

As a cinematographer  

2004 Collaborators - 50’ documentary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


